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RaQualia Pharma and SOCIUM Sign Joint Research Agreement for Discovering  

The Orphan Indication for Compound by Using AI Technology. 

  

SOCIUM Inc. (Head office: Chuo-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Dr. Hiroshi Kawai; “SOCIUM”) and RaQualia 

Pharma Inc. (Head Office: Nagoya, Aichi; President & CEO: Mr. Hirobumi Takeuchi; “RaQualia 

Pharma”) announced that they have entered into a joint research agreement for discovering orphan 

indications for RaQualia Pharma’s specific compound by using SOCIUM’s AI platforms. 

 

About Joint Research: 

The aim for this joint research is to estimate candidates for intractable and rare diseases for RaQualia 

Pharma's specific compound (hereinafter referred to as "the Compound") by using SOCIUM's unique 

database for intractable and rare diseases and AI-driven drug discovery platform: Compound-Eyes™、

Drug Saver™、Cyber-Drug-Discovery™. 

SOCIUM's technology platform has an original database of gene expression patterns for all intractable 

and rare diseases registered in the Intractable Disease Information Center *. SOCIUM can estimate the 

availability of expanded indications for intractable and rare diseases by measuring the gene expression 

pattern of the Compound. 

Estimating indications based on gene expression patterns can identify novel indications in a few 

months that could not be predicted from the conventional pharmacological Mode of Action of the 

Compound. We think that it will contribute to maximizing the value of the Compound. 

We believe that the discovery for new indications for the Compound through this joint research will 

become a hope to rapidly deliver effective agents to patients suffering from intractable and rare diseases 

for which there have been no or insufficient therapeutic agents. 

SOCIUM and RaQualia Pharma are committed to working together in their respective fields of 

expertise to overcome unmet medical needs. 

*：Japan Intractable Disease Information Center (https://www.nanbyou.or.jp/) 

 

About RaQualia Pharma: 

RaQualia Pharma has its research headquarters in Nagoya, Japan and is a research and development 

based pharmaceutical company whose aim is to create new pharmaceutical products with cutting-edge 

science and technology focusing on medical fields where patients have the greatest need. RaQualia create 

development compounds, the seeds for new drugs, via an open collaboration network which they have 
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designed. RaQualia then deliver valuable new treatments to patients by licensing these compounds to 

partners who in turn bring that innovation to market.  

For more information, please visit https://www.raqualia.com/. 

 

About SOCIUM:  

SOCIUM is the AI-driven drug discovery company focusing on discovery of first-in-class small 

molecules. The company is committed to overcoming the unmet medical needs of patients suffering from 

diseases with the vision of “Drug discovery for patients with no drug, Drug discovery for patients with 

ineffective drug”. The company identifies novel disease target and mechanism of action by using its 

unique AI drug discovery platform “Compound-Eyes™, Drug Saver™, and Cyber-Drug-Discovery™”. 

The company has its own development portfolio which includes projects in oncology and orphan diseases.  

For more information, please visit https://socium.co.jp/ 
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